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Although the feminist debate on the ethics of care has demonstrated that philosophical concepts are gender-laden, the relation of care to justice and autonomy is not self-explanatory. Moreover, given its Western context, the normative relevance of the care debate to non-Western feminisms remains problematic. This book addresses this debate and investigates the extent to which notions of justice and autonomy can be reformulated without Eurocentrism from the perspective of care.

In this endeavour, this book maps the shifts in feminist approaches to care from the colonial to the post-colonial periods, taking both interdisciplinarity and intersectionality into account. The book also argues that the feminist debate on care has contributed towards making philosophy’s boundaries with culture and social science more porous.

Kanchana Mahadevan is Professor at the Department of Philosophy, University of Mumbai. Her teaching and research interests in philosophy include ethics, hermeneutics, critical theory, gender studies and political theory. She has published various papers in journals and anthologies on these themes.
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Upaniṣads have been viewed differently by commentators down the centuries. Philosophers have brought in their native presuppositions in interpreting the Upaniṣadic texts. Advaitavāda (monism) of Śaṅkara stands out conspicuous among the varied interpretations of the Upaniṣads. Ontology, having been basic and fundamental, logic, epistemology and ethics are parasitic on it. Thinkers like G.R. Malkani, K.S. Murty and G. Misra offer alternative perspectives in understanding concepts and doctrines of the Upaniṣads.

This book undertakes the study of Advaitavāda of Śaṅkara in its depth and extension. It spells out the relative cogency of Malkani's understanding of Advaita Metaphysics and Methodology, Murty's Critique of Advaita (nondualism) and Misra's Philosophical Construction of Advaita from a linguistic perspective. This volume centres around the formulations of the Advaita theory of monism on the basis of epistemological and logical analysis of knowledge in Adhyāṣa Bhāṣya.

This title is a significant addition to the existing literature on Advaita philosophy and shall be of profound interest for scholars at large.

Dr Tapti Maitra has an eventful academic career, with post-graduation from the University of Calcutta. She joined Orissa Education Service and subsequently, Post Graduate Department of Philosophy, Utkal University. Besides several research publications to her credit, she has authored *A Constructive Study of Advaita Conception of Mind*. She is greatly devoted to the study of Advaita Vedānta of Śaṅkara. She is known for her in-depth study of the seminal concepts and foundational issues in Advaita Vedānta from the logico-linguistic perspective.
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